As community members and students we can protect the water by
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Participating in direct action.
Supporting direct action through volunteerism and donations.
Participating in water walks.
Participating in beach, river and lake clean up.
Drafting and promoting legislation that protects the water.
Writing emails and calling representatives in support of protection legislation.
Writing articles in support of water protection.
Appealing to companies to lessen pollution while encouraging a shift towards renewable energy
sources.
9. Boycotting offending products and companies.
10. Supporting organizations that demonstrate strong water ethics through volunteerism and donations.
11. Appealing to school systems to carry curricula that encourage water protection.
12. Living a life that respects water.
13. Learning about hydrology, the hydrologic cycle and water ecosystems.
14. Advocating for improved water systems in communities with bad water.
15. Installing faucet and main line water filters in homes with bad water.
16. Advocating for the right to clean water worldwide.
17. Advocating for the right to clean water locally.
18. Advocating the replacement of lead pipes.
19. Advocating for strict legislation surrounding corporate pollution and cleanup.
20. Becoming familiar with and popularizing water testing for individuals, families, and communities.
21. Working towards a smooth transition to renewable energy.
22. Creating and participating in organizations, clubs and groups that protect water.
23. Using social media to counteract misconceptions and build awareness.
24. Honoring those that protect water by supporting them in speech, thought and action.
25. Studying water beings carefully for teachings that human beings can follow.
26. Respecting and celebrating water beings by protecting rivers, lakes and oceans and groundwater
systems.
27. Learning about water from Indigenous knowledge keepers and First Speakers of Indigenous
languages.
28. Appreciating and giving thanks to water.
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